"This is Invisibleia..."

"This story starts in Washington DC..."

"There were 8 friends..."
PAN DOWN TO PATIO

PAN through dinner party TABLEAU

(END ON MICHAEL)

"Lots of awesome food and wine... a magical night."
CLOSE-UP ON MICHAEL.
"That's Michael Rabbaou..."

"It was getting late..."
(LATERAL PAN FROM MOON TO MICHAEL & FAMILY)

"I was standing beside my wife..."

"I just saw this gun... as if in slow-motion..."

"The hand belonged to a man..."
[LATERAL PAN: HERE FROM CROWD TO MAN]

"He raised it to the head of Michael's friend Cristina..."
"Then Michael's wife..."

"Then he said, "GIVE ME YOUR MONEY."

"That's Khyber, Michael's daughter"
[DOUBLE-EXPOSE DEMANDING HAND]

"Or I'm going to start effing shooting... we believed him."
[gestures with gun]

"But there was a problem...
no one had any money."
[Moth flies out of wallet.]

"What would your mother think of you?"
[Hands, place pic of Whittaker's Mother.]

"I don't have an effing mother!"
[Hands, bats it out of frame.]
Michael remembers thinking, "This is going to come to a very bad end."

"But then Cristina... why don't you have a glass of wine?"

Puts down gun, takes wine.

PAN TO GUN.
"This was it."

"It was like a switch... you could feel the difference."

BACKGROUND COLOR SHIFT

...face changed. He tasted the wine, and he said:"
"DAMN THAT'S A REALLY GOOD GLASS OF WINE."

[LIVE ACTION: HEAD LIP-SYNCHING HERE?]

"He put the gun in his pocket."

"I think I've come to the wrong place." PUPPET RAISES ARMS.

"Hey, we understand..." Crowd enters on sides.

"For a moment, they all sat there together..."

SAME PAN, this time with robber.

"He reached down for the cheese..."
"And then he said something so strange... 'Can I get a hug?'"
"My wife hugged him... and our friend hugged him..."

"PUPPET HUGS."

"PUPPET HUGS."

"Can I get a group hug?"

"Everyone got up and formed a circle around him."

"'Gingerbread'-style puppet families panning"

"He walked out the gate..."
Gate shuts.

"They would find the glass neatly placed..."

"At the time, they ran into the house and cried in gratitude..."

WINDOW TABLEAUS OF CHARACTERS' REACTIONS

PAN UP — TO TOP OF BUILDING SPIRE...
To Moon.

"It was a miracle"